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SUMMARY
The influence of high-altitude supersonic flight on the operation
and effectiveness of turbine-blade liquid-cooling systems for applica-
tion in turbojet engines in guided missiles and in supersonic air-
* craft was investigated analytically. The turbine blades in such
applications must be effectively ceded to obtain the increased engine
air-handling cayacity, blade tip speed, and turbine-inlet gas temper-
. ature required for adequate specific engine thrust and weight. The
problems encountered in liquid-cooling systems were investigated with
reference to several specific designs for alternate heat-rejection
mediwns, and the results are presented herein.
b
w
Results of the analysis for liquid-cooling systems showed that
sufficiently low blade temperatures could be obtained to provide ade-
quate blade strength for the type and size of.engine currently of
interest for interceptor application. The water-cooling system appears
inadequate for an interceptor mission at Mach rnuibersup to 2.5 at
50,000 feet altitude for a turbine-inlet temperature of 2040° F because
of its inability to reject heat to ram air at high fltght Mach number
and because of considerable installation complexity. A fuel-cooling
system with heat rejection to the afterburner fuel appears promising
because of negligible weight and performance penalties and relatively
simple installation. Very high fuel-flow rates are required for ade-
quate cooling; consequently, the fuel-cooling system should be con-
sidered only for afterburning engines. For the particular fuel-cooling
system analyzed, up to 10 minutes of nonafterburning cruising opera-
tion could be provided with heat rejection to the main fuel tanks
during initial portions of the flight. The most promising application :
k
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of the fuel-cooling system is the guided missile at very high flight .
Mach number in which continuous afterburner operation is required;
thus, heat rejection to the fuel tanks is avoided. A regenerative &
liquid-cooling system, which rejects heat to compressor-dischargeair,
can be provided for nonafterburning engines as well as for afterburning
engines; if suitable fluids can be found, this system provides a
.—
“package” installation entirely contained within the engine and capa-
ble of operation without external systems in the aircraft. g
The projected
military aircraft,
“b
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INTRODUCTION —
development of high-performance turbojet-puwered
such as the supersonic interceptor and the guided
missile, introduces new engine-performancerequirements that, in turn, __
influence design of the basic engine components. The installed thrust
capacity of a supersonic interceptor, for example, tends to become
very lsrge as the specified co?ibatspeed, altitude, and maneuverability
are increased relative to currently accept~le values. Provision for
adequate specific engine thrust and minimum specific weight to meet the
new engine-performance requirements depends upon evolution of the basic —
co?gpres’sorand turbine components in the direction of increased air-
d
handling capacity, increased blade tip speed to reduce compressor
length and hence weight, and increased turbine-inlet gas temperature. u
The conibinationof increased specific mass flow and blade tip
speed to minimize engine weight results in severe stresses in the
rotating parts that are beyond the capacity of the best available high-
temperature turbine-blade alloys at the high gas temperatures desired.
Suitable turbine-cooling systems are therefore required in future
high-performance engines to control blade temperature and thereby
increase the effective strength of the blade-alloy. The performance
of aircraft at supersonic flight speed is relatively insensitive to
compressor pressure ratio; therefore, compressor weight ~ be mini-
mized by the utilization of a minimum nuniberof transonie or super-
sonic stages having increased air-handling capacfty. High blade tip
speeds are necessary, however, to achieve a high pressure ratio per
stage, and the turbine must be effectively cooled wfth air or liquids
to permit a simultaneous increase in gas temperature and blade stress
level.
—
At supersonic flight speeds, the problems encountered in cooling
the turbine blades become increasir@y severe, and the turbine-cooling
II
—
.
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. limitations probably establish the eventual lhnit of attainable turbojet-
engine performance without afterburning at supersonic speed and high
~
altitude. In the case of liquid cooling, the turbine-cooling system
must be capable of rejecting the direct cooling load to whatever heat-
rejection mediums are avatible in the enghe installation. With the
1% wide variety of cooling arrangements which must be considered, it is
+N evident that application of a turbine-cooling system till influence the
engine installation and possibly the aircraft configuration with regard
to disposition of fuel tanks, engine nacelles, inlets, ducts, and fuel
plunibingsystems.
.
Analytical and e~erimental research has tieadybeen conducted on
the application of air-cooled turbine rotors to typical production tur-
bojet engines so that substitution of noncritical low-alloy-steel tur-
bine blades and disks ‘Iuaybepermitted (references 1 to 6). Analyses
have been made”to determine =thods of calculating liquid-cooled turbine-
blade temperatures (reference 7), and experimental heat-transfer data
have been obtained with a liquid-cooled turbine (reference 8) at current
gas temperature and stress levels. An analysis of the cooling effec-
tiveness of several Mqyid-coolant circulation systems for turbine
blades is also presented in reference 9. However, the currently avail-
. able experimental turbine data and full-scale engine e~erience are
inadequate for the over-alL comparison of air- and liquid-cooling
systems required in future high-performance engines to permit a siIuul-
. taneous increase in turbine-inlet temperature, specific mass flow, and
blade tip speed.
An analytical investigation was conducted at the NACA Letis lab-
oratory to evaluate the genera cooling characteristics of various tur-
bine air- and liquid-cooling systems and to compare the applicability
of air- and liquid-cooled turbojet engines. Since the evaluation of
turbine heat-transfer characteristics requires knowledge of the actual
physical dimensions of the cooled components in addition to the conven-
tional procedures for thermodynamic analysis, it becomes necessary to work
with one hypothetical engine and fixed aircraft design specifications
to obtain quantitative comparisons from which a stisequent general com-
parison of air- and liquid-cooling systems can be made. It is essential,
however, that the design and operating conditions selected as a basis for
comparison be within the range Of practical interest. The operating
conditions imposed in this analytical.investigation were therefore based
on an assumed supersonic interceptor flight plan over a range of flight
conditions up to a Mach number of 2.5 at an altitude of 5Q,000 feet.
The cooled-turbine design analysis was made for an assumed basic engine
of a type and size appropriate for the gross weight and power loading of
a supersonic interceptor aircraft. The basic engine design specifica-
4 tions, which represent a considerable advance in some respects over
.
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turbojet engines currently in production, include a sea-level specific 4
mass flow of 23.6 pounds per second per square foot of compressor frontal
—
area, a turbine-inlet temperature of 20400 F, a sea-level compressor
pressure ratio of 6.0, a blade tip speed of 1500 feet per second, a tur- #
bine diameter of 35.1 inches, and a turbine hub-tip ratio of 0.732. In
the liquid-cooling-systemanalysis, three ultimate heat-rejection mediums
were considered: ram air, afterburner fuel, and engine working fluld.
The various liquid-cooling systems are considered in this report.
The chsracteriatics of air-cooling systems ~ their comparison with
liquid-cooling systems are presented in reference 10.
Specific ob~ectives of the liqtid.-coolingsystems analyzed were:
(1) To provide a comparison of several possible systems under speci-
fied engine and flight conditions,
(2) TO determine which flight condition represented the most
critical cooling reqtiement,
(3) To determine the limitations imposed on rotor-blade cooling
effectiveness by the available heat-rejection mediums,
(4) To evaluate modifications that could be made to the cooling
cycle to avoid l~tations imposed by the heat-rejection mediums, .
(5) To evaluate thermodynamic possibilities for completely self- ,
contained regenerative liquid-cooling systems, independent of engine
installation or auxilisry systems and rejecting heat to the main-engine
working fluid at compressor-dischargeconditions.
In this analysis nd considerationwas given to cooling the stator blades.
Engineering data were not qvailable to permit a complete analysis
of installed weight and performance of the’%ooled engine and various
systems for heat rejection. The conprison of liquid-cooling systems
could therefore be based only upon an evaluation of over-all cooling
effectiveness; design, installation, and operating problems; degree of
mechanical complication; probable weight penalties encountered; and
capacity of the cooling system to accommodate increasingly severe design
specifications in future applications. In this manner, a perspective is
revealed that inticates the extent to which the turbine constitutes a
basic limitation in the applicability of turbo~et engines of Improved
design and the turbine-blade-cooling systems that offer the most promise
for research and development. As a psrt of this evaluation, results of
—
the analysis me given in the form of figures and tables which indicate A
the influence of important design variables and which constitute the
basis for the engineering evaluation. 8
-
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DESCRIPTION OF LIQUID-COCKJNG SYS!!XMSINVESTIGATED
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Coolant-circulation systems within turbine rotor. - Liquid-cooling
svstems for turbine-rotor blades are discussed in reference 9 from the
.
standpoint of the heat transfened to the coolsnt and the natural-
convection pumping forces developed in the fluid as a result of the
intense centrifugal field in the rotor. The reference indicates tmt
the thermosiphon pumping action induced far exceeds the pressure drop
in the coolant passages so that one of two possible courses of action
is necessary to control the rate of coolant flow, the blade temperature,
and the coolant temperature rise. The first is to throttle the flow of
the coolant in the coolant-passage outlet resulting in a straight-
through circuit. The second is to provide a return path from the passage
for the fluid leaving the turbine rotor to the~assage for the fluid
entering the turbine rotor, thus allowing.the coolant to recirculate
through the blade coolant passages several times before leaving the tur-
bine rotor. This method of dissipating the excess pumping force by
overcoming the increased pressure drop resulting from the higher recir-
culation rates through the coolant passages is bown as the loop circuit.
Both methods of controlling the coolant-flow rate in the rotor, straight-
through and loop circuits, are considered herein.
Water-cooling system. - The simple water-cooling system with heat
rejection to ram afi is tiustrated schematically in figure 1. This
system is very similar to those systems used in the past for liquid-
cooled reciprocating aircrsft engines and represents a familiar basis
for comparison with other cooling systems. In the water-cooling system,
the coolant is passed through the turbine disks and blades in a closed
circuit that includes an efiernal radiator located in a sep~ate duct
which accommodates the flow of rsm air taken aboard the aircraft for
heat rejection. The water enters the turbine rotor at a low temperature
and, after passing through the blades with a,relatively sma12 tempera-
ture rise, is p~ed through the radiator where it gives up heat to the
ram air. The entire water system must be pressurized to the level
required to avoid local boiling in the turbine and the external parts of
the system. The radiator is located as close to the engine as possible
so as to minimize the total weight of fl~d contained within the system.
In the installation assumed for this a&lysis, the radiator and its
inlet, controls, and jet nozzle were,assmd to be located in an inde-
pendent propulsive duct within the engine nacelle for thrust recovery.
Several alternate arrangem&nts not analyzed in this report should be
noted. One arrangement utiJ_izesa fuselage installation in which a
large smount of air is available from boundary-la~r-removal slots
placed adjacent to the main-engine air inlets for efficient ram recovery
at high flight speed. In this case,,the radiator duct would not neces-
sarily be designed for thrust recovery but would utilize low-energy air
originally taken aboard the aircraft for another purpose. A second
arr=gement of the water-cooling system utilizes the afterburner fuel
as the ultimate heat-rejection’Bdium.
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Fuel-cooling system. - Another liquid-cooling system, and one that
can be applied with afterburning engines, utilizes afterburner fuel as
the heat-rejection medium. A fuel-cooling system with heat rejection
to the afterburner fuel is illustrated schematically in figure 2. In
this system, the afterburner fuel is taken frcnuthe fuel tank and passed
directly through the turbine disks and blades in an open circuit and
then pumped to the afterburner fuel-injection nozzles. Although a liquid
hydrocarbon fuel does not have as desirable heat-transfer characteristics
as water, it is readily available on the aircraft in sufficient quantity
to avoid the necessity for an external radiator to re$ect heat to ram
air. The turbine-cooling system can therefore be made relatively inde-
pendent of flight and operating conditions provided that the deficien-
cies of fuel as a coolant can be overcome through careful design of the
blade coolant passages. Since the coolant Is already cerriedby the
aircraft, there is no appreciable additional.weight factor to be con-
sidered in the design. The high pressures required to avoid vaporiza- -
tion of the fuel within the system canbe obtainedby thermal pumping
action in the turbine, and these high pressures are desirable for the
injection of the preheated fuel into the afterburner fuel nozzles.
An important aspect of the fuel-cooling system is the provision for
nonafterburning engine operation in which the required amount of fuel
for cooling is recirculated between the fuel tank and the turbine. The
heated fuel emerging from the turbine is passed back into the fuel tank
where it is cooled temporarilywhen mixed with the large amount of fuel
stored in the tank. In this manner, the turbine cooling load, during
periods of nonafterburning engine operation, fs stored in the main fuel
tank and later rejected through the afterburner fuel nozzles during -
normal sfterburning operation. It is obvious that this process can
continue for only a limited time, determinedly the initial fuel load
and temperature, and the permissible pressurization of the fuel tanks
to prevent evaporation,losses of the fuel. This suggests that only
aircraft configurations suitable for fuselage fuel tank installation
can be considered for this application because of the necessity for
stable pressure vessels that cannot readily be incorporatedwithin a
thin wing structure.
.
In all cases considered in this phase of the analysis, the heat
loss in the turbine blades is utilized to preheat the fuel for combus-
tion. Only afterburner fuel was used for turbine cooling because the
primary fuel flow is generally too small for effective cooling and is
orikbarily used in modern engine installationsto cool the lubricating
oil.
Regenerative refrigeration system. - m neither ram air nor after-
burner fuel were considered desirable for use in a liquid-cooled engine
installation, it would become necesssry to provide a self-contained
regenerative system that is capable of rejectfng the turbine-cooling
._
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load to the main-engine working fluid. Because of the detrimental
effect upon compressor performance, rejection of heat ahead of the com-
pressor inlet is very undesirable. It is therefore necessary for heat
rejection to occur at compressor discharge just prior to combustion.
.
A regenerative liqtid-cooling system with heat rejection to the
engine working fluid at compressor discharge is illustrated in figure 3.
The distinguishing feature of this system as compared with those pre-
ciously discussed is that the energy level of the coolant must be raised
sufficientlyby a heat-pump cycle to allow heat rejection to the hot air
behind the main-engine compressor. In order to minimize the coolant-
flow rate and achieve the maximwn possible heat-transfer rates, the
system operates on a vapor cycle that utilizes the latent heat of vapor-
ization of the coolant in both the heating and cooling portions of the
cycle. In the system illustrated in figure 3, the coolant is introduced
as a liquid into the turbine, and after circulating through the blade
coolant passages as a liquid, a portion of the heated fluid is allowed
to flash to a vapor within the turbine rotor. The portion of the heated
fluid which remains in liquid form is recirculated through the turbine
rotor. The vapor, on entering the refrigeration cycle, is first com-
pressed in a small auxiliary engtie-driven compressor so that the sat-
uration temperature is higher than the main-engine compressor-discharge
temperature and then passed into a condenser located in the main stream
at compressor discharge. The heat transferred in the turbine, as well
as the power used to raise the energy level of the vapor, is rejected
in the condenser. The condensed liqtid passes next through u expansion
valve, as in standard refrigeration processes, where most of the coolant
is subcooled to the specified turbine-cootint-inlet temperature at the
expense of some residual flash vapor that must be recirculated con-.
stantly through the system. The regenerative system is very similar to
conventional refrigeration afiaratus except that the turbine is used as
an evaporator and the condenser is located inside the engine. This
system is best suited to chemically stable, high-boiling-point liquids
that permit high turbine-coolant temperatures without excessive internal
pressures.
.—
operation of a refrigeration cycle, such as that illustrated in
figure 3, is greatly influencedby the temperature ratio that must be
maintained between the turbine-cools.nt-”inlettemperature and the
condensing-liquid t~erature. ~ this temperature ratio is sufficiently
low, the thermal pumping action of the turbine may be.used instead of a
separate engine-driven compressor for the heat-pump cycle, thus con-
siderable mechanical simplification is achieved.
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ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR EVALUATING LIQUID-COOLING SYSTEMS II
The general analytical procedure followed is similsr to that pre-
sented in references Xl and 12, where the turbine configuration and
*
engine operating conditions over a range of altitude and flight speed
me used to define the most essential factors in the evaluation: heat-
transfer rates, fluid temperatures, coolant flow available or required, #
and blade temperature. At all operating conditions, the blade tempera- %
ture must be held within a safe operating Mmit which is determined by
the stress level in the engine and the strength characteristics of the
materials. In general, liquids are more effective than air as coolants
and, even with moderate flow rates, usually reduce the blade tempera-
ture considerably more than would be required on the basis of material
strength alone. The rate of liquid circulation through the turbine may
therefore be varied independentlywithin limits established by factors
other than blade temperature.
Design Criteria
A turbine-cooling system that can accommodate the specified
turbine-inlet temperature and engine mass flow with the coolant-flow
rates available is presumed to be adequate and fullfillsthe first essen-
tial criterion of evaluation. The design criteria used in evaluating
the cooling systems vary as previously indicated, a fact which results
in different types of calculations. As a result of the high effective-
ness of liquids as coolants, the blade temperature is relatively easy
to control and the analysis is mainly concerned with the heat-rejection
rates, temperatures, and pressures in the system.
In the water-cooling system, the radiator is the principal problem
because radiator size is influenced by the magnitude of the heat-
rejection rate. In order to reduce the size and weight of the radiator,
it is desirable to maintain a large temperature difference between the
turbine-cooling water smd rem air at the face of the radiator core.
This requires high pressures within the system, but these pressures are
limited by structural problems in the radiator and in the plumbing,
where light-weight designs are required. The relatively low coolant
temperatures necessary to avoid excessive pressures in the water-cooling
system result in low blade temperatures with high heat rejection from
the gas to the turbine blade. ~ unstable local internal boiling is to
be avoided, the temperature rise of the coolant through the turbine is
pressure limited; therefore, large circulation rates must also be main-
tained. To evaluate this system it is first necessary to relate the
blade-profile heat-transfer coefficients to the engine gas flow and to
determine the coolant-passageheat-transfer coefficients for a range of
coolant flows. Then, with consideration of the permissible coolant
temperature and temperature rise, as we~ as the blade temperature level
d
‘
N
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desired, the heat-rejection rate for the radiator Is determined. This
is done over the range of flight conditions to determine which condition
represents the most critical situation since the heat-rejection rate
vsries primsrily with the engine mass flow, whereas the temperature of
the ram air to which heat is being rejected varies in a different manner
with flight Mach number and altitude.
The design criteria for the fuel-cooling system differ from those
of the water-cooling system in that the cooling effectiveness of the
fuel is less than that of water. The low heat capacity of fuel (about
one-half that of water) results in a larger coolant temperature rise
within the turbine and higher blade temperatures. These conditions lead
to chemical instability of the fuel and provide a serious limitation to
its use as a coolant. The combination of high pressure and temperature
in the blade coolant passage is believed to be sufficient to cause
“cracking” of the fuel, which may upset cotiustion stability in the
afterburner and lead to cumulative formation of deposits and sludge in
the blade coolant passages. To evaluate the fuel-coolant system, the
blade profile and coolant-passage heat-transfer coefficients must be
evaluated and the heat-transfer rate determined with consideration of
the permissible fuel temperatures. The fuel temperature coming from the
tanks is low and probably independent of the flight conditions, but the
fuel-flow rate to the afterburner is directly proportional to the engine
mass flow, whereas the heat-rejection rate for the turbine varies expo-
nentially with the gas flow. The analysis must therefore be made over
a range of flight Mach numbers and altitudes to determine which condi-
tion is most critical with respect to fuel temperature rise and to deter-
mine whether the cooling system is adequate at all points in the inter-
ceptor mission. For nonsfterburning engine operation, where the fuel
is recirculated to the tsnks, an analysis of fuel-tank temperature rise
and pressure as a function of loiter time must be made to determine the
duration of flight without severe evaporation losses or the degree of
tank pressurization required to meet a specified loiter time.
The regenerative liquid-cooling system is characterizedby the
highest coolant temperatures where the design criteria are determined
by the latent heat characteristics of the coolant, saturation pressures
of the vapor, and the temperature ratio between the condenser and
evaporator, which is the turbine rotor in this case. A major problem
is selection of a fluid that has desirable heat-transfer properties,
chemical stability, and vapor pressure characteristics suitable for the
temperature level and temperature ratio over which the refrigeration
cycle must operate. The temperature level throughout the refrigeration
cycle is to a ‘Wge extent established by the temperature of the main-
engine compressor-dischargeair. In general, high blade- and coolant-
temperature level contribute to minimum external work in the heat-pump
portion of the refrigeration cycle and minimum heat-rejection rate in
the condenser. In order to evaluate the regenerative refrigeration
10 NACA RM E52J29
system it is first-necessaryto calculate the”turbine heat-rejection t
rates and coolant temperatures as previously indicated for the other
liquid-cooling systems. Criteria are then e~tabli-shedfor the evapora-” “- : ~ “~
tion of a portion of the coolant and for the.compression of this vapor
to a state that wi~ permit rejection of heat to the engine working
.—
fluid. The heat-resection capacity of the condenser, which must also -
be determined, is influenced by two factors, the heat resection to the ~:
coolant and the work required to raise the energy level of the coolant
to that of the condenser. Another significant item that must be evalua- k
ted in the refrigeration cycle, along with the temperatures and pres-
sures of the refrigerant, is the qmtity of residual flash vapor that
must be recirculated continually to accomplish refrigeration in the
expansion process.
Equations for Heat Resection, Prevalent Blade
Coolant Temperate
The heat-transfer rate from the hot gas to the
Temperature, and
.
liquid coolant for
—
the straight-through,as well as the loop, circuit is expressed by each .—
of the following eqyations: “t
Q=HOSO (Tg,e ‘TE,m,o) (1)
.
%l,rn)Q= ‘BA$ (TB,m,o - (2)
.-
( Tl +T2Q=Hz,i Si TB,m - ~- ) (3)
Q= Wz C (T2 - Tl) . (4)
All symbols are defined in appendix A. As in reference 9, a con-
stant thickness of blade material Ay was considered for heat transfer,
and it was assumed that there was no heat pickup in the disk by the .—
coolant. Considerationwill first be given-to the straight-through cir-
—
Cuit. The coolant-flow rate Wz, effective gas temperature :
‘g,e~
coolant-inlettemperature Tl, gas-to-blade heat-transfer coefficient
H0> and blade-to-coolant heat-transfer coefficient “Hz,i axe specifie~. ‘- ‘“—.
or are determined by separate calculation. A simultaneous solution of
the foregoing equations provides the rate of heat rejection to the .-
coolant Q, the mean or prevalent blade temperature on the blade outer .- 4
surface TB,m,oj the mean or prevalent blade temperature nesx the coolant
.
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. passages T=,m) and the coolant-outlet temperature T2. For the loop
circuit, Hz,i must be determined from sepsrate calculations as a func-
* tion of temperature rise and coolant flow (reference 9). The value of
HZ i obtained must stiultaneously satisfy equations (1) to (4) for the
as&ned coolant temperature rise (T2 - Tl) and the coolant flow Wz.
These eq~tions may thenbe solved for the rate of heat resection to
the coolant Q, the prevalent blade temperature on the blade outer sur-
N face TB,m,o, and the prevalent blade temperature near the coolant pas-&
sages ~,m.
Gas-To-Blade Heat-Transfer Coefficient
A theoretical method of determining an average gas-to-blade heat-
transfer coefficient has been developed in reference 13. The theory
shows good agreement with experimental results obtained on a water-
cooled aluminum turbine and in static cascades of air-cooled blades (ref-
erences 14 to 16). The&e theoretical methods were used to determine the
average gas-to-blade coefficients in this analysis. The expression for
the gas-to-blade coefficient in dfinsionless form is
.
‘“g,~/(=g,~)+ = ~(Reg,B)z (5)
where
2 INug,B = ‘O ; ‘g,B
‘gjB= ~,g,B ~g,B g/kg,B
z
Reg,B = ‘g,B ‘g,m m I
=V g,B
where the values of ~
in reference 13. Fluid
and Z may be obtained from dimensionless charts
properties sre based upon blade-wall temperature.
Blade-To-Coolant Heat-Transfer Coefficient
*, Straight-through circuit. - Results of an experimental investigation
on a water-cooled turbine (reference 8), where the flow of liquid through
the coolant holes in the blades was lsminar, have indicated that heat-
. transfer coefficients for liquids in pipes canbe used with little error
,.
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to determine the inside heat-transfer coefficients for the turbine
blades. It was assumed, on the basis of the tests in reference 8, that
formulas for heat transfer in pipes for turbulent flow couldbe used to
calculate the coefficients in the blades.
The fol.lowi& equation from page 168 of reference 17 was used. It
Is applicable to fluids having viscosities of not more than twice that
of water and for Reynolds nunibersexceeding 2100.
where D is the coolant-passage diameter and A is the cross-sectional
area of the coolant passages through which the quantity of coolant Wz
flows. Fluid properties are based on coolant bulk temperature.
.
Taop circuit. - In the case of the loop circuit, the coolant-flow
rate giving rise to the heat-transfer coefficient in the holes can be
several t+mes as great as the flow ratq Wz into the rotor, depending
on the nuniberof times the coolant is recirculated through the passages
before leaving the turbine rotor. The nuiber of times the fluid is
recirculated is determined by the thermosiphon pumping action generate~,
which in turn is dependent on the temperature rise of the coolant in the
passages.
.
.-
.- -
.-
.-
-.
n
.—
-.
-.
The heat-transfer coefficients and the amount of fluid flowing
through the passages due to the recirculation for loop circuits have been
worked out and charts are presented in reference 9 from which they can
be determined. ---
Determination of Water-Radiator Characteristics
The characteristics of the radiator used in the water-cooling —
system (fig. 1) were determined from references 18 to 20. The sizes of
the radiators were determined from curves in reference 18, with the cal-
culated heat-rejection rates and water-coolant-flow rates known. The —
weight of the radiators was then determined from data of reference 19
and the previously determined sizes. The p~essure drop across the air
side of the radiator, the drag resulting from this pressure drop, and .—
the inlet diffusion losses were then calculated from data of reference 20.
.
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Fuel Temperature in Tank with Fuel Cooling (NonsfterburningOperation)
When the flight plan requires operation without the afterburner and
when fuel cooling of the blades is used, an alternate heat receiver other
than the afterburner must be provided. During the early phase of a
flight a large quantity of fuel is carried aboard the aircraft, and the
possibility of using this fuel load as a temporary heat-storing medium
was investigated. The use of a system of this type (see fig. 2) is
limited by the allowable temperature rise of the fuel in the tanks,
which is dependent on the rate at which heat is rejected to the fuel,
the weight of fuel at the beginning of the heat-rejection process, and
the rate at which fuel is taken from the tanks by the operating engines.
The following equation, which is applicable to any method of heat rejec-
tion to fuel, is derived in appendix B and was used to calculate the
temperature rise of the fuel in the tsmk during periods of nonafter-
burning operation.
where
Tf temperature of fuel in tank
(7)
Tf,o initial temperature of fuel in tank
Wc engine-compressor-airweight flow
W’f,o initial weight of fuel in tank
The smount of fuel in the tank after T seconds is obtained from the
expression (w’f,o - fwc T). The qmntity of heat rejected Q used in
the equation is determined from heat-balance equations presented pre-
viously.
Regenerative Cycle
In the regenerative liquid-cooling
Calculations
system, the amount of liquid
evaporation required, the w&k of compression on the liquid evaporated,
and the percentage of liquid which evaporates during the throttling pro-
cess downstream of the condenser (see fig. 3) are factors which are
necessary in the evaluation of the system. From the temperatures
.
required in the turbine blades and the compressor-dischargetemperature,
the liqtid most favorable for the system canbe selected from the satura-
tion properties of the liquids.
14
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The amount of liquid evaporation required depends on the rate of t
heat rejection In the turbine blades and is
following equation:
4
Q% =—
hl,V
where h2,V is the heat of vaporization of
readily calculated from the
a
(8)
N
the liquid. The rate of GN
heat rejection was calculated by the equation for heat transfer from
codmstion gas to outer blade s~face (equation 1).
The work needed to compress the vapor leaving the turbine rotor to
the pressure required in the condenser is calculated according to con-
ventional methods which require lmowledge of auxiliary compressor pres-
sure ratio, initial vapor temperature, and efficiency of the auxiliary ‘-
compressor.
The amount of Equid which evaporates duiing the throttling pro-
cess (a constant-enthslpyprocess) and the amount of vapor which is
recompressed and taken back to the condenser can be determined from the
following eqyation:
.
where
x fraction of
l-x fraction of
hZ,3 enthalpy of
hl,4 enthal~y of
hv,4 enthalpy of
The enthalpy hz,3
%,3 = xhz,4 + (1 - x) %,4 (9)
.
liquid after throttling
vapor after throttling
liquid before throttling
liquid after throttling
vapor after throttling
is determined at the t~erature downstream of the
condenser. The liquid is throttled to the pressure at which evaporation
takes place in the turbine. At this pressure both liquid and vapor are
at the saturation temperature after throttling. Enthalpies h2,4 and
hv,4 can then be obtained from saturation tables at the evaporation
pressure in the turbine.
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. AIRCRAFT!AND ENGINE DESTGN OPERATING CONIH’TIONS
Assumed Interceptor Flight Plan
.
A supersonic interceptor aircraft tission was chosen for this
analysis. Flight conditions are listed in table I. It was specified
that the aircraft take off and accelerate to a Mach nuuhr of 0.8 at
sea level, climb to 35,0C0 feet at a Mach nwiber of 0.8, accelerate
to its conibatMach nuiber of 1.8 at a constant altitude of 35,000 feet,
and finally clinibto 50,000 feet at the conibatMach number of 1.8. It
was further specified that the combat portion of the mission consist
of a constant 2g maneuver at an altitude of 50,000 feet and a Mach
number of 1.8 without loss of speed or altitude for the duration of the
available fuel supply. The thrust requirement for the combat maneuver
was sufficient to permit level flight at a Mach nmiber of 2.5 and an
altitude of 50,000 feet. If loiter time was required during the mission
prior to cotiat, it was assumed that this was carried out at aa altitude
of 35,000 feet and a Mach number of 0.8.
* Assumed Engine Design Operating Conditions
The principal engine design operating conditions assumed for the
analysis, which must be specified before the engine size can be deter-
mined, were turbine-inlet temperature of 2040° F at all points in the
mission, sea-level static compressor pressure ratio of 6.0, and
afterburner-inlet temperature of 3040° F at all points in the mission.
Aircraft and Engine Configuration
The ass-d aircraft was a straight-wing supersonic configuration
powered by two afterburning turbojet engines, each located in a nacelle
at the wing tips. The performance was based on representative data.
The assumed gross weight of the aircrsft at take-off was approxhately
28,000 pOUIldS. The installed engine thrust capacity for the aircraft
was determined by the assured 2g conibatmaneuver at maximum speed and
altitude. The sea-level installed weight of the engines was approxi-
mately 26 percent of the aircraft gross weight, based on an assumed
unau@nented specific engine weight of 0.28 pound per pound thrust. The
aircrsft structure was assumed to be Xl percent of the gross weight,
the pay load, 10.7 percent of the gross weight, and the fuel and tanks
composed the remainder of the disposable load. A representative weight
distribution at take-off for such an aircraft is as follows: pay load,
. 3000 pounds; structure, 8400 pouds; fiel t~s, 87o po~ds; fml,
8500 pounds; and both engines, a total of 723-0pounds. The installed
engine weight is seen to be almost equal to the total fuel load, thus
—
-—
--
—
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emphasizing the critical importance of maintainhg a minimum specific
engine weight. An increase of 50 percent in specific engine weight in
this example would result in approximately a 39-percent decrease in fuel
capacity.
Since the installed engine thrust capacity is determined by the
conibatcondition, the assumed aircrsft is overpowered at all other con-
ditions, and if afterkmrning operation is assumed throughout the mis-
sion, the thrust-to-gross-weightratio is approxhately 1 at sea level.
Combat speed and altitude are reached in less than four minutes, and
with the limited available fuel supply, the total flight th is approxi-
mately 15 minutes; this”total does not include loitering time. If
loitering time is added, the total flight time is naturally increased
but combat time would be decreased. It was assumed that loiter time at
a Mach number of 0,8 and an altitude of 35,000 feet could be accomplished
simply through nonsfterburning engine operation although the turbine-
inlet temperature would probably have to be reduced, as well, from the
specified value of 2040° F to permit sustained operation at this low
flight speed.
The thrust requirements for the assumed interceptor aircraft are
approximately met with an engine designed for turbine-inlet temper-
ature of 2040° F, an afterburner te~erature of 3040° F, a sea-level
static compressor yressure ratio of 6.0, and a mass flow of 158 pounds
per second. In the interest of minimum specific engine weight, compres-
sor tip speed was assumed to be 1500 feet per second, thereby minimizing
the number of!compressor stages. The specific mass flow of the compress-
or was 23.6 pounds per second per squere fo~t. The ass~tion of-a
basic engine with known dimensions and compressor characteristics is
necessary to reflect adeqmtely the influence of the off-design opera-
ting characteristicsof the engine components on the heat-transfer
analysis at high altitude and supersonic flight speed and
sffect the comparison of the various cooli~--systefi. -
The important engine operating conditions, component
data and flow rates of air and fuel at sign~ficantpoints
plan, are summarized in table 11. These values. obtained
does not
performance
in the flight
from general
cycle snalysis for the main points of interest in the flight plan, pro-
vide the basic numbers for the cooling analysis. The tabulated values
show that the engine mass flow, which is an-important factor in deter-
mining the heat-transfer rates in the turbine, may exceed the sea-lever
static condition over portions of the flight plan. This indicates that
critical altitude cooling problems may be encountered.
~SO, thei%m
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temperature reaches 186° F and the compressor-dischargetemperature ~_ - : .:
reaches 604° F at cotiat conditions. At the”maximmmch number of 2.5
encountered in level flight at 50,000 feet,-the ram temperature was *“
423° F and the compressor-dischargetemperature was 802° F. These
excessive temperatures further complicate the heat-re~ection problem. —
.
. . .-
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. Turbine Design
A S~ y of the turbine specifications is given in table I. The
turbine of the basic engine was limited to a single stage having a tip
speed of 1500 feet per second and a tip dismeter of 35.1 inches. Fifty-
eight constant cross-section blades”having a span of 4.72 inches and a
chord of 2.27 inches were provided. The turbine-blade profile used in
this analysis is shown in figure 4. This blade was not designed specifi-
cally for the turbine used in this analysis; however, calculations showed
that such a blade would approximately fulfilJ the design conditions on
the basis of the recpired velocity diagrsm for driving the compressor.
The blade profile is the same as profile 2 in reference 21. This pro-
file is adaptable to either liquid or air cooling, and coolant passages
can be placed reasonably near the leading and trailing edges which nor-
mally sre the hot spots in a cooled blade. The hub-tip ratio of the
turbine was 0.732, and this, together tith the tip speed of 1500 feet
per second, indicates the severe mechanical design requirements that
must be met with the application of transonic and supersonic compressor
stages.
The spanwise distribution of centrifugal stress in the untapered
. turbine blade of this analysis is shown in figure 5. Provision for a
tapered blade is unlikely in liquid-cooled blades because coolant pas-
sages would probably be placed so as to provide a minhum wall thickness
so that temperature gradients in the leading and trailing edges could be
minimized. Figure 5 maybe used in conjunction with stress-to-rupture
data or yield-strength data of the material under consideration to
determine the allowable blade temperature. Yield-strength data are
generally applicable for high-temperature alloys in a temperature range
below 1000° F. For the blade profile under analysis, figure 5 shows
that the centrifugal stress at the blade root is 60,000 pounds per square
inch.
CALCULA!I’IONPROCEDURE
In order to evaluate and compare the liquid-cooling systems, the
methods of analysis outlined previously were applied for the basic
engine and flight operating conditions specified for the typical inter-
ceptor aircraft. The blade design of reference 21 was considered as
approximately fulfilling the design conditions of this analysis. Gas-
to-blade heat-transfer coefficients were calculated from equation (5),
which is expressed as follows:
Nug,~(prg,B) 0.333 = 0.14 Reg,B0”662 (lo)
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For the conditions considered in the present reyort, the values of ~
and Z (equation (5)) would probably vsxy slightly from the values given
in equation (10) if a rigorous design were considered. The effect of
this variation on the over-all results tid conclusions drawn in this
l .
analysis would be negligible, however, and a rigorous blade design pro-
cedure is therefore not warranted. The gas-to-blade heat-transfer
coefficient was calculated from equation (10) in a manner similar to
that employed in reference 21.
~
Blade-to-coolant heat-transfer coefficients for the straight-
through circuit were calculated from equation (6). Calculations were
made for a coolant-flow ratio of 0.03 as part of the cooling-system
smalysis and for the complete range of coolant flows given in table I
to provide a comparison of coolant-passage heat-transfer coefficients. —
A cross section of the liquid-cooledblade used in this tialysis is
shown in figure 4. Each blade was assumed to have six coolant passages,
three of which carried the coolant radially outward while the other
three returned the coolant radially inward. The outward flow and return
flow passages were interconnectedwith cross-over passages in the blade
tip. Coolant passages of 0.125-inch diameter were assumed. For this
size passage and the coolant-flow quantities considered (table 1), it
was determined that the flow would be in the turbulent reghe and eqpa-
tion (6) therefore applicable.
.—
—.
Blade-to-coolant heat-transfer coefficients for the loop circtit .
were also calculated for the blade-coolant-passage configuration shown
in figure 4. For each value of coolant flow entering the turbine W2
and coolant temperature rise (T2 - Tl), a Grashof number was calculated.
The investigated rsmge of coolant flows entering the turbine is given in
table I. From the flow rate into the turbine, the parsmeter wz/DwZg N
was calculated. Then, from liquid properties and nondimensional chsrts
in reference 9, the heat-transfer coefficient and the qmntity of fluid
passing through the blade passages was obtained. The true heat-transfer
coefficient, however, is one which must simultaneously satisfy the loop-
circui.tequations ~f reference 9 as well as the heat-balance equations
(equations (1) through (4)). Consequently, for each coolant weight flow
into the turbine and each desired gas temperature, there 5.sonly one
permissible coolant temperature rise. The magnitude of this temperature
rise is a factor in the evaluation of the loop system.
The comparison of water- and fuel-cooling systems (figs. 1 and 2)
was based upon calculations of blade temperature and heat-rejection
rates over the entire mission. The coolsnt-flow ratio for the fuel-
cooled turbine as well as for the water-cooled turbine was set at
0.03 which was approximately equal.to the afterburner fuel-air ratio.
A turbine coolant-inlet temperature of 150° F was set for both turbines.
The critical point in the mission was then determined with respect to
.
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. heat rejection from the blades to the coolant. Consideration of the cool-
ant temperatures and pressures leaving the turbine then indicates the
severity of the ulthske heat rejection to ram air for the water-cooling
.
system and permits selection of a critical flight condition for analysis
of the water-cooling radiator. The radiator was checked at the critical
flight conditions and estimates were made of the size, weight, drag, and
installation problems.
N
1+ For the nonafterburning case where fuel is used as blade coolant
u-lN and returned to the fuel tank (a condition which arises when the air-
craft is loitering at 35,000 ft before interception),the rate at which
heat was removed from the blades and rejected to the fuel remaining
in the tank was determined for the sane mean outside-surface blade tem-
perature as was obtained in the previous calculation for heat rejection
to afterburner fuel. The temperature rise in the tank and the quamtity
of fuel remaining in the tank during the time of loitering or cruising
were then calculated. It was assumed that during the climb to cruise
altitude and speed, the afterburner would be operating and the tank-fuel
depletion rates used were consequently those obtained with afterburner
operation. Because of the excess cruising power at a flight Mach num-
ber of 0.8 and an altitude of 35,000 feet, the tank heat-rejection rates
were calculated for both the normal 2040° F turbine-inlet temperature
aud a reduced turbine-inlet temperature of 1620° F that resulted in half
the rate of heat rejection. As previously mentioned, reduced inlet tem-
. perature is probably reqylred to permit reduced thrust cruising at sub-
sonic speeds. The schedule of fuel temperature rise with duration of
flight was then used to determine the permissible loiter time. The
limiting tank temperature was taken as 150° F because, at high altitudes,
excessive pressures might be encountered in preventing evaporation of
the fuel if higher fuel tank temperature were permitted.
The regenerative liquid-cooling system was evaluated with a heat-
rejection rate determined on the basis of a mean outside-surface blade
temperature of 1060° F. Although the temperatures and pressures
encountered with the water-cooling system make its use as a refrigerating
vapor impractical, it was used as an illustration because it has known
heat-transfer properties and complete thermodynamic data available in
the superheat region. The peak compressor-discharge temperature was
evaluated from engine-cycle calculations which established the tempera-
ture and pressure in the refrigeration cycle at the condenser outlet.
The refrigeration capacity over this temperature and pressure ratio was
then evaluated for only one flight condition to illustrate the rehtive
_itude of the energy term and the amount of shsft power extraction
needed to drive the auxiliary compressor. An auxil.iarycompressor effi-
ciency of 0.80 was assumed for this analysis.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Water and Fuel Coolant-Passage Heat-Transfer Coefficients
A basis for comparison of liquid coolants is the coolant-passage
heat-transfer coefficient obtaimible over a range of coolant flows.
This comparison emphasizes the differences that occur because of the
physical properties of the fluid, the method of circulation through the
coolant passages, and the influence of coolant-passage design.
Straight-through system. - Coolant-passageheat-transfer coefficients
obtainable with water and fuel in a straight-through system for the blade
used in this analysis are given in figure 6.” Coefficients are presented
for a range of coolsnt flows of 0.03 pound per second per blade to
0.10 pound per second per blade. The latter flow is equivalent to
3.67 percent of the engine mass flow at sea-level static conditions. The
heat-transfer coefficients obtainable with w“aterare showh to %e much
greater than those obtained with fuel, a fact largely due to differences
in the physicsl properties of the two fluids, such as viscosity, specific
heat, and thermal conductivity. For a typical cool~t flow of 0.082 pound
per second per blade, which corres~onds to aT_coolant-flowratio of 0.03 at
sea-level static conditions, the heat-transfer coefficient with fuel is
740 Btu/(hx)(sq ft)(%), whereas the heat-trasfer coefficient with w-ater
is 2860 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(%). Thus, for the same weight flow of coolant,
the heat-transfer coefficientobtainable with fuel is about one-fourth
of that obtainable with water.
The high heat-transfer coefficientswhich maybe obtained with
water pose the problem of overcooking the blade, thus resulting in
unnecessary losses and possibly severe thermal stresses. Two remedies
axe suggested: one is to arbitrarily reduce-the coolant-flow rate
through the turbine; the second is to increase the coolant-passage
diameter while simultaneouslyreducing the rnmiberof passages. Both of
these methods must be applied cautiously, however. For example, arbi-
trsxy reduction of the coolant-flow rate res~ts in a higher coolant
temperature rise. Higher pressures in the coolant discharge are then
required to avoid local boiling conditions which might interfere with
uniform coolant distribution in the blade co~lant pass~es and cause
uncontrolled hot spots in the blade metal. Reduction in the nwxiberof
coolant passages must also be considered from the standpoint of probable
increased thermal stresses because of the longer conduction paths
established in the blades. Thus it is apparent that a proper balance
must be achieved between several limiting conditions in order to provide
a desirable water-cooled straight-through-circuitdesign.
Loop system. - A loop circulation system was analyzed for the blade
configuration shown in figure 4 with two cooling mediums, water and fuel.
A range of water flows entering the turbine (0.03 to 0.10 lb/see-blade)
and a single fuel flow (0.10 lb/see-blade)were considered at sea-level
.
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static conditions at an inlet-gas temperature of 2040° F. The trends
that could be expected over a range of coolant flows with the loop cir-
cuit are shown for water and these trends would be similsr for most
. liquids, including fuel. The single flow rate chosen for the fuel cal-
culations was in the approximate range required for titerburning and
therefore represents the most favorable flow condition for a fuel-
cooling system. Values of blade-to-coolant heat-transfer coefficients,
over-all coolant-temperaturerise, average coolant temperature and
N1+ mean outside-surface blade temperatures obtained are compared in fig-
ul ure 7. At a coolant flow of 0.10 pound per second per blade, which cor-N
responds to a coolant-flow ratio of 0.0367 at sea-level static condi-
tions, figure 7 indicates a slightly higher (less than 60° F) mean
outside-surfaceblade temperature, average coolant temperature, and
over-all coolant temperature rise with fuel than with water. Comparison
of the heat-transfer coefficients obtained for fuel with the straight-
through and the loop systems at a flow rate of 0.10 pound per second per
blade indicates that the loop circuit provides a coefficient approxi-
mately ten times lsrger than the straight-through circuit. The loop
circuit does not afford an advantage to the fluids considered, even
though the heat transfer is improved, because adequate heat-transfer
rates are obtainable with the straight-through system. The loop circuit
.
probably is best applicable to cooling systems utilizing high-boiling-
point fluids which have heat-transfer characteristics inferior to those
of water because the loop circulation provides a nethod of increasing
. heat-transfer rates. The loop circuit may also be applied for the case
where a relatively smalJ difference between the prevalent blade temper-
ature and the coolant-dischsrge temperature is required.
Water-Cooling-System Characteristics
In the comparison made in this analysis between the water- and fuel-
cooling systems, both fluids were considered to be in the same turbine-
blade configuration and at the same coolant flow; the influence of the
physical properties was thus emphasized. Unless specifically noted, all
the results presented were calculated for a straight-through cooling
system. The water-cooling system will be discussed first followed by a
comparison with the fuel system.
Heat-re~ection rates. - The heat-transfer coefficient from gas to
blade is primarily influencedby the engine mass flow and the ratio of
gas-to-blade temperature. Table II indicates that the compressor weight
flow at sea-level static conditions was 158 pounds per second and that
at an altitude of 35,000 feet and a Mach number of 1.8, the compressor
weight flow reached a maximum of 189.7 pounds per second and decreased
to 72.4 pounds per second at the conibatMach nuuiberof 1.8 and altitude
of 50,000 feet. This lsrge veriation results in similsr variations in
the turbine-blade Reynolds nuniberand gives the average profile heat-
. transfer coefficient which is shown in table 111. Although the blade
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design and engine operating conditions for the water.-and fuel-cooled . . - .
turbines are the same, the average outside heat-transfer coefficients
differ because of the difference in blade-wall temperat~e~ which has a.
strong influence on the coefficient. Except for a brief instant during -“.
take-off, the gas-to-bladeheat-transfer coefficient for the water- N
cooled turbine varies from a minimum of Ill Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(%) to a
tP
K!
maximum of 244 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(%) during the acceleration from Mach
number 0.8 to 1.8 at an altitude of 35,000 feet. The conditions Imposed
on the cooling system, therefore, change very rapidly at some points in
the mission since the time required for this acceleration is less than
1.5 minutes.
The rate of heat rejection to the coolant is an hportant design
criterion, and for the water-cooled turbine at an altitude of
35,000 feet, the heat-rejection rate is a minimum of 359 Btuper second
and a maximum of 704 Btu per second at Mach “numbersof 0.8 and 1.8,
respectively. Although the magnitude of the heat-resection rate at the
altitudes investigated is greatest at supersonic speed, it canbe seen
from the ratio of heat transferred to turbine work and the coolant tem-
perature rise (table 111) that the most critical point in the mission
with respect to the rotor-blade heat rejection is the subsonic Mach num-
ber of 0.8 at an altitude of 35,000 feet. At this flight condition,
the heat transfer to the coolant is 6 percent of the turbine work and
.
the coolant-temperaturerise increases to 201° F. This results from
the unequal rates of change of outside and inside heat-transfer coeffi- .
cients as flight conditions vary even though -theratio of coolant-to-gas
flow is held constant. In spite of the large variations that occur in
the operating conditions and heat-rejection rates, the average outside-
surface blade temperature shown in table HI remains stable and varies
only from 636° F to 761° F. These temperatures are adeqmte on the
basis of maximum stress limitation as determined from yield-strength
characteristicsof the material and maximum centrifugalblade stress
which occurs at the blade base (fig. 5). The low blade temperatures
obtained also indicate that materials such as low-alloy-content steels
are probably applicable to a water-cooled turbine, thus reducing strate-
gic material requirements. Since the water-cooling system is a closed
circuit with a considerable volume of fluid, the rapid changes in opera-
ting conditions up to the combat Mach number and altitude can probably
be absorbed readily. Consequently, the operating condition at a Mach
nuuiberof 1.8 and an altitude of 50,000 feet, which represents by fsr
the longest phase of the flight plan, was selected as the design point
for the water-coolant radiator.
Radiator design. - The design conditions and approximate character-
istics of a water-coolant radiator for the liquid-cooled turbojet engine
under consideration we given in table IV. Following preliminary calcu- .
lations of heat-re~ection reqyireunts and velocities in the radiator
tubes at combat Mach rnmit)erand altitude, the radiator frontal.area was
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established as 3.5 square feet for a core section 12 inches deep, com-
posed of 0.230-inch-outside-diametertubes extruded to a hexagonal
shape at the ttie ends and with a dimension of 0.260 inch across the
.
flats. The characteristics of this core section, which were assumed to
apply for the conditions of this analysis, sre given in reference 18
and in figure 8. The ran-air temperature at the core face to which heat
is ultimately rejected was 186° F. Consequently, the radiator water-
N out temperature (turbine-coolsnt-inlettemperature) which was origi-
9
u-l nally assumed to be 150° F at all points in the mission was not adequateN for this application. The total heat-rejection rate and coolant tem-
perature rise given in table III for a turbine-coolant inlet temperature
of 150° F were then recalculated for a value of 200° F. For the latter
condition, only slight decreases in heat-rejection rate and temperature
rise occurred, l; and
used to determine the
frontal srea per 100o
table IV. This table
temperature was found
2; percent, respectively. These values were then
heat-rejection rate of the radiator core per unit
F inlet-temperature difference and are given in
shows that the maximum turbine-coolant discharge
to be 3950 F, corresponding to a saturation pres-
sure of 233 pounds per square inch absolute, to prevent boiling at any
point in the mission. The heat-rejection rate at design conditions was
. 403 Btu per second, or at the rate of about 572 horsepower. The rem-air
flow, determined from figure 8 for this heat-rejection rate, was
16.10 pounds per second or about 22.2 percent of the engine mass flow.
From this it can be seen that efficient thrust recovery in the ram-air
duct is essential to avoid a large drag 10SS. The oper%ing points of
the radiator for a 2000 F turbine-coolant inlet temperature at other
points in the mission are also given in figure 8 and table IV. The
required ram-air mass flow through the radiator is excessive at a Mach
nuniberof 1.8 and an altitude of 3S,000 feet because of the low temper-
ature difference between the radiator inlet and ram air coupled tith
the high heat-rejection rate. As previously mentioned, however, this
operating condition is encountered for a few seconds during accelera-
tion and would probably result in a momentary increase in water tem-
perature of a magnitude determined by the heat capacity of the entire
volume of water in the cooling system. The most effective way of
reducing the radiator size and decreasing the ram-air flow is to increase
the turbine-coolant inlet temperature, which wild.result in l.ower,heat-
rejection rates and in increased temperature difference between the
radiator water and the ram air. With water, this could result in
extreme pressures; therefore, the indicated solution is to use a high-
boiling-point liquid such as Dow-therm-A. me restitant increase in blade
temperature would probably also be desirable on the basis of heat rejec-
tion and thermal stresses in the blade.
An estimate of the radiator weight and drag was made to evaluate
the over-all suitability of the water-cooling system. The weight of
the filled radiator body, based on use of almnum tubes, for one engine
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was found to be 184 pounds, which amounts to about 6.6 percent of the
.
basic engine weight. The drag of the radiator duct was calculated on
the basis of 70 percent rem pressure recovery at the core face and con-
sideration of pressure losses according to reference 20.
.
It was found
to be about 60 pounds at conibatconditions. The net drag of the radiator
duct is about 0.88 percent of the engine thznistfor this particular
flight condition. The drag, however, cotid become very large during
acceleration at an altitude of 35,000 feet if the ram-air flow were N
increased to maintain a 200° F turbine-coolant inlet temperature. This
P
ul
is indicated by the heat-rejection rate shown in table IV in the column
w
corresponding to a Mach nuniberof 1.8 for an altitude of 35,000 feet.
General applicability. - An analysis of the water-cooling system
indicates that the highly effective blade cooling coupled with the rela-.
tively ineffective final heat rejection presents the principal problem.
The severe transient conditions encountered at some points in the mis-
sion can probably be met by the heat capacity of the volume of water in
the system and these conditions do not constitute a significant limita-
tion.
The ability of the water-cooling system to accommodate increasingly
severe conditions is limited by heat-rejection considerations and exces- .
sive pressures. The engine installation in the supersonic interceptor
aircreft used as a basis for this analysis was designed to permit a con-
tinuous 2g combat maneuver at a Mach nuniberof 1.8 and an altitude of .
50,000 feet, the design point for the cooling systems considered. The
thrust available at the design point would also permit this aircraft to
achieve a Mach number of approximately 2.5 in.level flight. At this
condition the ram temperature at the radiator core face would reach
about 423° F. The coolant pressures required to permit heat rejection
to rsm air then become impractical and make the water-cooling system
with heat rejection to rem air inadequate.
The design and installationproblems of the water-cooling system
are severe, as indicated by the necessity to dispose a 3.5-square-foot
radiator weighing approximately 184 pounds or.6.6 percent of the basic
engine weight in a suitable duct for efficient thrust recovery. This
radiator frontal area Is greater than half of the engine frontal area,
an indication that a clean installation in a nace~e would be very dif-
ficultl The radiator duct must handle a ram-air flow of about 22.2 per-
cent of the main-engine air flow at the cotiat Mach number and altitude,
and although a design having less thsn l-percent drag appears possible
at steady combat conditions,
—
severe drag losses would probably occur at
off-design conditions, such as the critical conditions during accelera-
tion to supersonic speed. For illustrative purposes a simple tube-type
heat exchanger was utilized id this analysis. Application of a modern
heat exchanger with extended heat-transfer surfaces would probably
result in considerable reduction in fronts area, weight, and ram-air
requirements. The mechanical complication of.the water-coolfmg system
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is evident since most of the pluuibing,the pumps, and the radiator are
located outside the main engine and are actually a pat of the aircraft.
These parts must be disconnected when the engine is removed for mainte-
.
nance. Vulnerability of such a system is also evident.
Interpretation of the results of this analysis indicates that the
water-cooling system could only be applied in lsrge fuselage engine
installations at relatively low flight Mach mmibers where the problem
of installing a radiator of lsxge frontal area is less severe and where
the radiator duct cam.be located close to the engine so as to minimize
weight and plumibing. The fact that a water-cooling system can be
applied to nonafterburning engines suggests its possible application in
transonic turbojet bombers. Application in supersonic interceptor air-
craft of the type considered in this analysis ties not apyesr promising
in view of the operating limitations and degree of complication.
Fuel-Cooling-System Characteristics
Heat-rejection rates. - A comparison of fuel and water coolauts is
given in table III. As a result of the higher blade temperatures
. encountered with fuel cooling, the average outside heat-transfer coeffi-
cients and heat-rejection rates for the fuel-cooling system are lower
than those for the water-cooling system. Except for the interval during
. take-off, the maximum heat-rejection rate encountered with the fuel-
cooling system is 533 Btu per second during acceleration to a Mach num-
ber of 1.8 at an altitude of 35,000 feet, which is 24 percent less than
with water cooling. The maximum fuel-temperature rise occurs at a Mach
number of 0.8 and an altitude of 35,000 feet, resulting im a turbine-
coolant discharge temperature of approximately 401° F, based on a fuel-
tank temperature of 100° F and an allowance of 50° F for temperature
rise in the fuel pumps. The minimum permissible discharge pressure for
this condition so that fuel boiling will,be prevented is a~roximately
280 pounds per square inch absolute as compared with 233 pounds per
square inch absolute for the water-cooling system. The mean outside-
surface blade temperature for the fuel-cooling system varies from 944°
to 970° F, and it is evident that the afterburner fuel flow is adequate
for turbine cooltig under the conditions considered in this analysis. -
Since the afterburner fuel-air ratio remains approximately constant over
the mission, there is no particularly critical flight condition for the
fuel-cotibtngsystem, and stable operation can be expected provided ade-
quate pressure is maintained in the system to prevent boiling at high
fuel temperatures.
.
Tank reticulation for nonafterburning operation. - The necessity
for the provision of loiter or cruising time at altitudes has been rme-
viously discussed in the description of the fuel-cooling system. Tilis
is accomplishedby resecting heat to the lsrge reserve of fuel in the
.
tanks during the early portions of the mission
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and maintaining the fuel
flow through the tmbine-cooling system at approximately the value
ordinarily used in the afterburner. The variation of total fuel weight
and fuel-tank temperature with time for the case of heat rejection to
.
the fuel tanks at the cruising flight conditions (Mach number, 0.8;
altitude, 35,000 ft) is shown in figure 9. The initial fuel weight was
8500 pounds and the initial fuel temperature was assumed to be 100° F.
The heat-transfer rates used to obtain the solid lines for a turbine-
inlet temperature of 2040° F were taken from table III. The rate of 2
temperature increase of the fuel is dependent upon the rate of heat addi- 1%
tion to the fuel and the weight of fuel in the tanks. The circled points
in figures 9(a) md”9(b) represent the tank depletion.and the fuel tem-
perature after the climb to cruise conditions. The climb was made with
afterburner on so that no heat was rejected to the tanks for the first
110 seconds. Cruising canbe carried out for 320 seconds (about
5 minutes) if the turbine-inlet temperature is 2040° F and the limiting
tank temperature is 150° F. This tank temperature corresponds to a dif-
ferential pressure between fuel tank and smbient pressure of about
13.5 pounds per sqtie inch to prevent evaporation losses. As previously
mentioned, the aircraft was overpowered for cruise at these flight con-
ditions and it was then assumed that a reduction in turbine-inlet tem-
perature from 2040° to 1620° F was necessary to permit subsonic .
cruising at an altitude of 3.5,000feet. This temperature reduction ““
resulted in a 50-percent decrease in heat-rejection rate to the tanks,
assuming the blade temperature held constant...The tank-fuel depletion ._ . ‘...
rate was reduced because of the lower fuel-air ratio. As shown by the
dashed lines in”fig”ure9J the permissible cruise time increases to
6L5 seconds (about 10 minutes) and the fuel remaining in the tanks at –
the end of the permissible time was 5400 pounds. The.combat tm would,
of course,-be considerably less following am extended cruise period.
The fuel-cooling system with heat rejection to the fuel tanks
appesrs to provide sufficient flexibility with respect to provision for
loiter time at an altitude of 35,000 feet altho@ pressurization of the
fuel tanks to avoid excessive evaporation losses is necessary. If
desired, both cliti and cruise portions of the flight can be made with-
out afterburning, in.which case the cruise time is decreased because of
the rise in tank-fuel temperature during climb.
General applicability.
- Fuel cooling should be considered only for
an afterburning engine where sufficiently hi@ fuel-flow rates are
available. “The principal limitation in the fuel-cooling system is the
need for -provisionof periods of nonafterburning operation at cruising
speed and altitude. If the fuel-cooled system is to be applicable
during extended periods o.fnonafterburning operation, provision must be
made for adequate pressurization of the fuel tanks or refrigeration of . .
.
~~
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the fuel supply prior to take-off in order to avoid excessive evapora-
tion losses. The need for pressurization indicates that the system
could only be applied when the aircraft configuration permits the loca-
. tion of fuel t- in the fuselage so that simple pressure.vessels can
be designed; the pressurization of wing tanks is limited by the rela-
tively large flat unsupported surfaces. The most promising application
for the fuel-cooling system is in the turbojet guided missile at high
flight Mach number in which continuous afterburner operation is required;
E thus, heat rejection to the fuel tanks is avoided.
E
The fuel-cooling system appears able to accommodate increasingly
severe operating conditions because the temperature of the heat-rejection
medium is less dependent upon ram temperature than that of the water-
cooled system. This system is therefore relatively insensitive to high
flight Mach nuniber. An uncertain limitation in the application of fuel-
cooling systems is the chemical stability of the fuel. Although the
average temperature of the fuel at turbine discharge does not exceed
401° F, higher local temperatures maybe encountered in the blade coolant
passages where the passage wall is much hotter.
.
The design, installation, and mechanical problems of the fuel-
cooling system are relatively simple and weight and performance penalties
appear negligible. Since the fuel-cooling system requires only that the
afterburner fuel be passed through the turbine prior to injection, there
is no additional plumbing necesssry outside the main engine except for
a return line to the fuel tank for nonafterburning operation. This
represents a considerable sim@ification over the water-cooling system.
The fuel-cooling system requires no extra controls since the coolant-
flow ratio is determinedly the afterburner fuel-air ratio. Internal
pressures required to prevent local boiling in the system appear com-
parable with present practice. The required pressure is readily pro-
vided by the thermosiphon pumping action in the turbine-cooling system
and would otherwise be necessary for fuel injection in the titerburner
nozzles. Some hazard might result from the high temperature of the fuel
emerging from the turbine rotor, and the increased vulnerability of
pressurized fuel tanks is a factor to be considered.
Regenerative Refrigeration Liquid-Cooling-System Characteristics
The regenerative refrigeration liquid-cooling system is a heat-puq
cycle operating off the main-engine cycle in which the energy level of
the coolant must be raised sufficiently high to reject the turbine-
cooling load back into the main-engine working fluid at compressor dis-
charge. There are two distinct variations of this system dependent on
. temperature and pressure of the turbine-coolant discharge. In the first
case, the saturation temperature of the coolant vapor is below the
compressor-dischargetemperature and an external vapor compressor is
required to operate the cycle. In the alternate case, coolant-vapor
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saturation temperature is higher than compressor-dischargetemperature;
as a result, the thermosiphon pumping action~-inthe rotor provides
sufficient pressure to operate the cycle. ‘- .— —._
A complete survey of various fluids which maybe applicable to a
regenerative refrigeration system has not been made and it is not known
what fluid-would prove most advantageous. Although water wouldbe an
impractical fluid to use for a regenerative system because of the very
high pressures that would be required, a sim@e analysis of a low-
temperature water-vapor cycle was made to iliustrate””thenmde of opera-
tion with external compression. The main-engine compressor-discharge
temperature at combat Mach number and altitude, given in table II, is
604Q F, which is also the minimum temperature at which a liquid coolant
can be taken from a condenser located in the main working fluid at the
discharge of the compressor. Itshouldbe nbted that the temperature
difference between compressor-dischargeair and the condensing fluid
should be fairly large to minimize the condensing surface required. For
purposes of illustrating the regenerative sfitem.,this temperature dif-
ference was assumed to be nesmly zero in order to determine the operating
characteristicsfor the minimum permissible coolant pressures. The fol-
lowing assumptions, summwrized in table V, were made: turbine-heat-
rejection rate, 250 Btu per second; turbine-coolant-inlettemperature,
400° F; turbine-coolant-inletpressure, 247 pounds per sqysre inch abso-
lute; mean outside-surfaceblade temperature, 1060° F. The heated water
emerging from the turbine at high pressure was throttled to the satura-
tion temperature of 400° F and press~e of 247 pounds per square inch
absolute, resulting in 0.302 pound per second of vapor at 400° F. The
vapor, which represents the heat rejected in the turbine,-is then p-assed
into the refrigeration cycle, compressed, and passed into the condenser.
The temperature of the liquid leaving the condenser and entering the
expansion valve is about 605° F, “correspondingto a saturation pressure
of 1600 pounds per square inch absolute. –
The quantity of liquid desired from the expansion at a temperature
of 400° F is 0.302 pound per second, so that the liquid originally taken
out of the turbine as a vapor can be replaced. For the conditions of
this calculation, 70 percent of the fluid entering the expansion valve
is recovered as a liquid; therefore, the total rate of circulation through
the refrigeration cycle must be 0.432 pound per second and the residual
flash vapor, which amounts to 0.130 pound per second or 30 percent of
the total, must be returned to the refrigeration cycle.
Regeneration of the turbine-cooling load required a shaft power
extraction of approximately 150 horsepower-for the refrigeration-corn--
pressor; this smoiurtsto about 1.5 percent of the turbine output. The
heat-resection rate in the condenser amounts to 356 Btu per second and
includes both the heat rejected in the turbine and the refrigeration
compressor power. The energy expended by the refrigeration compressor
.
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is thus partly returned to the cycle by heat rejection to the working
fluid in the condenser, but the net effect on specific fuel consumption
was not estimated. The principal problems brought out by consideration
. of the water-vapor cycle sre the following: the extreme pressures
required to permit condensation to compressor discharge air, the large
N
In pressure ratio of the auxiliary compressor, and the relatively large
*N residual flash vapor that must be recirculated in the cycle. Study of
the vapor-pressure characteristics of possible alternate fluids, illus-
trated in figure 10, shows that a system with greater advantages than
the water cycle could possiblybe achieved. The first objective in
selecting a new fluid other than water is to increase the temperature
level of the coolant throughout the cycle and at the same time find a
coolant that will satisfy both the heat-transfer and refrigeration
characteristics required for a regenerative refrigeration cycle. The
coolant must be stable so that there will be no chemical breakdown that
would cause a change of fluid properties or that would leave deposits
in the coolant system as the coolant is evaporated. Curves 3, 4, and 5
in figure 10 are for liquids with hi@er boiling points than the coolant
investigated. If other properties were acceptable, these liquids would
permit operation in the desired temperature range with mcderate pres-
sures. If Dowtherm-A were considered, the vapor condenser pressure would
be reduced to less than 100 pounds per sqysre inch absolute and the
.
etiernal refrigeration compressor could possibly be eliminated because
the thermosiphon puinpingaction of the turbine can supply sufficient
. pressure. Table II indicates, however, that at an extreme flight Mach .
number such as the level flight speed previously cited, the main
compressor-dischsrgetemperature is 802° F. Thus, in a regenerative
system, condensation must occur above 802° F, and even with high-boiling-
temperature liquids such as Dowtherm-A, an auxiliary compressor may still
be required.
An additional advantage of higher coolant temperature is the reduced
heat-rejection rate from the turbine with consequent reduction of size
and weight throughout the system. The analysis given previously is only
suggestive of the possibilities of regenerative liquid systems, but it
appears that if a suitable fluid were found for this type of system, it
would be possible to operate such a system with moderate refrigeration
horsepower at the combat Mach nuniberof 1.8 and altitude of 50,000 feet.
General applicability. - The fuel-cooling system previously dis-
cussed was found to be suitable only for afterburning engines. The
water-cooling system was shown to have severe limitations. The only
remaining possibility for a liquid-cooling system with application to
high-thrust nonafterburning turbojets at supersonic flight speed is
regeneration of the turbine-cooling load into the main-engine working
1 fluid at the ccmqyessor discharge. Although the regenerative system
appears mechanically complicated, it has the singular advantage of being
entirely contained within the engtie and capable of operation without
.
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external systems in the aircraft. This represents a considerable advan-
tage in engine installation and maintenance and provides a “package”
installation that is entirely controlledby the engine manufacturer.
—
Since the coolant flow through the turbine rotor csm be varied indepen-
.
dently, the system is flexible in operation. lRrovisionof higher
coolant-dischargetemperatures through the use of high-boiling-point
liquids is a promising method.of elti-ting the need for an auxiliarY
compressor and reducing the heat-rejection rates required. The princi- fi
ple problem, in further consideration of the regenerative system, G
appears to be selection of a suitable fluid that has both the desirable
N
heat-transfer properties and vapor-pressure characteristics in the
desired range.
.-
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The following results, which indicate the general limitations
encountered in liquid-cooled turbo~et engines at supersonic speed and
high altitude, were obtained from an anlytical investigation of seversl
turbine-blade liquid-cooling systems designed for a turbojet-powered
interceptor aircraft:
1. For a coolant-flow ratio of 0.03 the mean outside-surfaceblade
temperatures obtained by us-eof water and fuel coolants were approxi-
mately 653° and 944° F; respectively. These temperatures are considered
adequate with respect to maximum blade centr~ugal-stress limitations
for the type and size of engine currently of interest for interceptor
application.
2. For the design point at coxtibatconditions, the water-cooling
system required a heat-rejection rate equivalent to approximately
572 horsepower; a radiator weight of 184 pounds, or about 6.6 percent
of the basic engine weight; a radiator frontal area of 3.5 sqpare feet}
or greater than half of the basic engine frogt.~ area; a ram-air flow
of 22.2 percent of the basic engine-air flow;.and a drag of less than
1 percent of the basic engine thrust. The analysis indicates that a
water-cooling system can be applied to large fuselage engine installa-
tions at relatively low flight Mach nuniber,but the system is inadequate
for the supersonic interceptor aircraft mission Wed as the basis of , .- ._._
this analysis.
3. The fuel-cooling system reqpired a maximum heat-rejection rate
which was 24 percent less than that for the water-cooling system and can
be applied in the interceptor if provision for pressurization of the
fuel tanks is made. Up to 10 minutes of nonsf%erburning cruising opera-
tion with heat rejectionto pressurized fuel tanks during Initial por- m
tions of the flight could be provided for the-particular mission and
engine design considered in the analysis.
.
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. 4. The fuel-cooling system is considered promising because weight
and performance penalties appear negligible; design, installation, and
mechanical problems a~pear relatively simple; and the system is insensi-
tive to high flight Mach number. The most promising application is to
a turbojet guided missile which employs continuous afterburning.
:$ 5. A regenerative liquid-cooling .systetiappears capable of o~era-
tion over the desired range of flight conditions without an external
radiator, provided that suitable fluids are found. Such a system can
be applied to nonafterburning as well as titerburntng engines and pro-
vides the advantage of a “package” installation entirely contained within
the engine and capable of operation without external systems in the
aircrtit.
Lewis Flight Prop.iLsionLaboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio “
.
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APPENDIX
SYMBOLS
The following symbols were used in
cross-sectionalarea through blade
blade height or span, ft
A
this report:
cocilantpassage,
specific heat of liquid, Btu/(lb)(°F)
6q ft
I
specific heat of gas at constant pressure, Btu/(1%)(%’)
.
hydraulic diameter of blade coolant pas~age, ft
.-
theoretical coefficient of Reynolds nuiiberin heat-transfer rela-
tion
..
fuel-air ratio
.-
acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2 (32.17)
average heat-transfer coefficient,Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(%) unless
.
othe~ise noted
—
—
enthalpy, Btu/lb
heat of vaporization,Btu/lb
.-
thermal conductivity,Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(°F/ft)
blade perimeter, ft
number of pairs of cooling passages
Nusselt nuniber
Prandtl nuiber
heat-transferrate, Btu/sec
heat transfer per tit weight of
Reynolds number
conibustion-gasflow, Btu/lb
—
s surface area, sq ft
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T
I
w
w
~1
x
P
P
T
$2
temperature, ‘F
relative velocity, ft~sec
weight flow of fluid, lb/see
weight, lb
fraction of liquid.after throttling in liquid-cooled regenerative
system
thickness of blade material for heat transfer, ft
theoretical exponent of Reynolds number ti heat-transfer relation
absolute viscosity of fluid, (lb)(sec)/sq ft
density of fluid, slugs/cu ft
time, sec
specific turbine work, Btu/lb, (work per unit weight of combustion-
gas flow)
.
Subscripts:
av
B
c
e
f
g
i
-1
m
. 0
v
average
blade
engine compressor
effective
fuel
combustion gas
inside blade surface
COOlh&$ liquid
mean
outside blade surface
cooling liquid evaporated
34
0
1
2
3
4
NACA sea-level
liquid-coolant
liquid-coolant
air or initial conditions
inlet to turline
outlet from turbine
before expansion valve
after expansion valve
NACA RME52J29
of tank fuel .
—
.
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DERIVATION OF EQUATION FOR
mFuEL wHEN usED
The rate of heat transfer to
the characteristics of the
of the tank-fuel weight as
Q=
where
W:f tank-fuel weight,
. Wrf,o initial tank-fuel
CALCULATING ~ RISE OF
AS HEAT-REJECTION MEDIUM
the blades is assumed to be known from
cooling system and
follows:
mf
Q=w’tc ~
can be ~ressed in terms
lb
weight, lb
Wc engine-air flow rate, lb/see
c specific heat of fuel
2=-
Integrating between the limits of time = O and time = T and
between the limits of initial and final tank-fuel temperature gives
(7)
.
.
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TABLEI - SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Flight conditions
Mach nuniberrange
Altitude range, ft
Combat conditions
Altitude, ft
Mach number
Maneuverability
Loiter conditions
Altitude, ft
Mach number
Basic engine specifications
Sea-level specific mass flow, lb/(sec)(sq ft)
Turbine-inlet temperature, %
Sea-1evel compressor pressure ratio
Afterburning temperature, %
Aircraft specifications
Gross weight, lb
Structure-to-gross-weightratio
Pay load, lb
Unaugmented specific engine weight, lb/lb thrust
Turbine specifications
Tip speed, ft/sec
Tip diameter, in.
Hub-tip ratio
Blade material
Blade critical section
Liquid-coolant passage dismeter, in.
Pairs of coolant passages per blade
Blad& chord, in.
Blade solitity
Blade S_@Il, in.
Number of blades
Asswgptions for water-cooled system
Coolant-flow ratio for straight-through circuit analysis
O - 2.5 -
0- 50,000
50>000
1.8
2g
35,000
0.8
23.6
2040
6
3040
—
28,000
0.3 .
3000
0.28
.
1500
35.1
0.732
S-816
1/3 span
0.125
3
2.27
1.366
4.72
58
0.03
Coolant-flow range for heat-transfer coefficient comparison,
straight-through circuit, lb/sec-bl.ade 0.03 - 0.10
Coolant-flow range for loop circuit analysis,
lb/see-blade 0.03 - 0.10
Radiator ram pressure recovery 0.70
Radiator frontal area~ sq ft 3.5
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TABLE I - SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS - Concluded
Assumptions for fuel-cooled system
Coolant-flow ratio for straight-through circuit analysis 0.03
Coolmt-flow range for heat-transfer coefficient compari-
son with straight-throughcircuit, lb~sec-b_lade 0.03 - 0.10
Coolant flow for loop circuit analysis, lb/see-blade 0.10
Initial tank-fuel temperature, %? 100
Temperature rise in afterburner fuel pump, oF 50
Fuel temperature into turbine for afterburning case, ‘F 150
Limiting tsmk-fuel temperature for case of heat rejection
to fuel tanks, % 150
Assumption in regenerative liquid-cooling system
Auxiliary compressor efficiency 0.80
. .—.
8TABLE IL - J!WGINE OPERAT?JJG CCMOITIOIW
Altitude, ft
Flight Mach number
Compressor pressure ratio
Compressor efficiency
Compressor d.iecharge temperature, %
Compressor weight flow, lb/see
Turbine-inlet temperature, OF
Afterburner temperature, %’
Ram temperate, %?
Primary-burner fuel flow, lb/see
Afterburner fuel flow, lb/see
Turbine efflcl.ency
krbke pressure ratio
Specific fuel consumption, lb/lb-hr
~st, lb
o
-
0
6.0
0.805
484
158.O
2040
X)40
59
4.06
4.88
0.83
2.14
Z.11
E, 283
0.8
5.2
0.821
547
199,3
2040
3040
126
4.92
6.04
0.83
2.17
2.48
E, 950
35
0.8
7.0
).780
405
58.6
2040
3040
-17
1.58
1.80
0.83
2.14
2.14
5665
xx)
1.8
4.6
0.831
604
189.7
2040
3040
186
4.53
5.50
0.83
2.14
2.09
17,706
50J
1.8
4.6
.“831
604
72.4
2040
3040
186
1.73
2.21
0.83
2.14
2.14
6793
9
00
2.5
2.6
).704
802
82.7
2040
3040
423
1.73
2.46
0.83
2.05
2.40
6289
p
1
Zm’z. , ‘
2452
.
E
.
‘E!
TABIXIII -COMPAWMNOFIUEL AND WATEBA6CCX31M?M
[Turbine-inlet gas tmpemture 2C-40°FJ turbine-coolant iakt tcwpemture 150° F~
Altitude,ft 35,m 50,0cm I
o I 0.8 1.8 1.8FIUh* 149chnumber 0.8
Iiater
0.03
4.74
2650
216
639
.0392
134
729
Later
0,03
5.98
3320
’252
721
,0352
120
761
iater
0.03
1.76
1410
-LL
359
,Om
201
636
Water
0.03
5.6s
?)240
244
704
.0363
123
753
water
0.03
Z.1-l
1620
2-28
402
.0554
186
e53
F@. I
0.03
2.46
461
135
nl
0410
221
941
T
—
Water
0.03
2.46
1ooo
141
444
.0574
177
662
v
Fuel
0.03
5.9a
6E!9
241
547
.0267
163
970
Fuel
0.03
5.6s
868
233
533
,0275
166
964
Fuel
0.03
4,74
751
206
477
.0293
170
958
Fuel
0.03
1.76
329
1.07
245
,0410
251
961
Coolent
CooLwt-fl.w ratio
Coolant weight flow, Ib/sec
Average ineide heat-+rensfer coeffi-
cient, Btu/(br)(6CII%)(%)
Averwe outside heat-trenafer coeffi-
cient, Btu/(h) (q ft)(%)
Hint-rejection rate to cwlcnt,
Blm/sec
Ratti of heat transfer to turbine
work, qffl
Coolant.temperaturerise, %
Mean on+mlde-mmface blade tempera-
tures
Fuel
0.03
2.17
414
124
291
0394
232
944
I
.. -. ..
!lX3H!IV - WA!lTR-COOIANl’-RADIATORDESIGN COND1TION3FOR HEAT N?JEC!C1ONTO N AIR
[Core frcnrklarea, 3.5 square i’eet; core length, 12 inches; turbine-coolant-
—
inlet temperature, 200° F~
titltude, ft
Flight Mach nmiber
Turbine-coolant discharge temperature, %?
Turbine-coolmt discharge saturation pressure,
lb/sq in, abs
Ram-air temperature, %
Inlet-temperature difference, %
Heat-reJ ection rate, Btu/sec
Heat-reJection rate per unit frontal core ~ea
per 100° F inlet-temperature difference,
Btu/( see) (sq ft) (100° F)
Ram-air flow rate per unit frontal core area,
lb/(see) (sq ft)
Ram-air flow rate, lb/kec : :
0
0
333
103
59
271
628
;6.2
5.2
18.2
0.8
317
86
126
191
709
106
9.2
32.2
35,000
0.8
395
233
-17
412
353
24.5
i.o
7.0
l * l
J ,, 1’
1.8
319
88
186
133
692
L48.7
15.2
53.2
50,000
]
1.8 2.5
381 371
198 l’16
186 423
195 -52
403 437
59.1 ---
.4.6 ---
16.1 ---
1 I
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TABLE V - SUMMARY OF REGENERATIVE WATER-VAX’OR-IGERATION SYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICS
Mach nmber
Altitude, ft
Turbine-coolant inlet temperature, OF
Turbine-coolant inlet saturation pressure, lb/sq in. abs
Mean blade temperature on outside blade surface, %
s Heat-rejection rate, Btu/sec
8 Refrigerant vapor from turbine-coolant discharge, lb/see
Condenser temperature, %
Condenser pressure, lb/sq in. abs
Residual flash vapor, lb/see
Refrigerated liquid from expansion valve at condenser discharge,
lb~sec
Total refrigerant cycle flow, lb/see
Refrigerant compressor efficiency
Refrigerant compressor power, hp
Condenser heat-rejection rate, Btu/sec
1.8
50,000
400
247
1060
250
0.302
605
1600
0.130
0.302
0.432
0.80
150
356
.
.
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Figure 1. - Sche=tic diagram of water-cooling system with heat re~ection
to ramair.
B-+=+
Afterburner
fUel
r
I
—.
1
t
Fuelreturnlinefor
nonafterburning
1operation
L--lFueltank
T
Figure2. - Schematic diagramof fuel-coolingsystemwithheatre~ectionto
afterburnerfuel. (Fuelrecirculatedto fueltankfornonafterburning
~peration.)
.
l # 2452
—
Compressor
—.—
Burner
—-
1
Lfquid
@arlEiun valve
3 Liqtia
Vapor Vapor
V9por compressor
Figure 3. - Schematic diagram of regenemtive liquid-coollng system with
condensation of vapor in conden6er located at conpresaor outlet.
RQure 4. - Profile of cmatant-cross-section liquid-ceded blade wed in analysis
sharing intanal cool-t-passage configmationp Dotted UIle8 mcate cross-over
I@=%es at blade tip. m, 2.27 ~hes j coo~t-~~~ tit=} 0.125 inch.
l Zsw.
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Figure 5. - Spanwise distribution @f turbine-blade centrifugal
stress for untapered blade. B~de ~kial, S-816j hti-tip
ratio, O.732; blade span, 4.72 Inohes; tzp speed, 1500 feet
per second.
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Coolsnt weight flow, lb/sec-bl.ade
Figure 6. - Comparison of heat-transfer coeffi-
cients obtained with water and fuel in straight-
through cooling systems. Coolant passages,
3 ~irs of O.125-inch-diamter tiks .
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Coolantflow, lb/see-blade
Figure 7. - Analysisof loopsystemoverrangeof coolsntflaws
for water and for one coolantflow for fuel showingmean
outside-surfaceblade temperatures,averagecoolanttempera-
tures,coolanttemperaturerise,and blade-to-coolantheat.
transfercoefficients.Water propertiesevaluatedat 300°F;
fuelpropertiesevaluatedat 325°1’;sea-levelstaticcondi-
tions;effectivegas temperature,17600F.
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MO
Calculated heat
4
Altitude Flight
rejection for (ft) Mach
aircraft radiator nunber
Operating points
“1 o 0
2 0 0.8
3 35,000 .8
4 35,000 1.8 A
5 50,000 1.8 ~
/‘4
///
1.20 0
/
/
80 {
h
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v,
o 4 8 12 16
Air weight flow per unit core frontal.area,
lb/(see)(sq ft)
Figure 8. - Performance characteristics of a 12.inch
core length of water radiator and calculated heat-
rejection rates for aircraft radiator. Radiator
fintal area, 3.5 square feet. Curve -ken from
reference 18.
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(a) Quantity of fuel remaining in tank.
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(b) Temperatureof fuel in tank.
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Figure9. - Variationof fuel quantity ~a tempera-
ture in tsak with flight time for two values of
turbine-inlet teqp=ature for heat rejection to
fuel in tanks. Turbine-bladeteqpemture, 961°F.
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Figure 10. - Variation of saturationpressure with temperatureof
various liquid.coolants. (Ordinatescale, logsxithmic;abscissa
scale, reciprocal.)
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